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Thoroughbred Aviation Partners with MRO Insider
New aircraft owners now have a dedicated page on the MRO Insider app
Michigan – October 11, 2022 – All aircraft delivered by Thoroughbred Aviation will now come fully
enrolled with MRO Insider. This provides the operators with domestic and international AOG coverage as
well as scheduled maintenance, FBO, parts, and GSE search capabilities directly through the MRO
Insider app from day one.
Nathan Winkle, President of Thoroughbred Aviation explained “Our commitment to the clients who have
trusted us with their transactions extends past the actual closing. We want them to take delivery of their
aircraft and feel confident that it is ready for that inaugural trip anywhere in the world. The value added
by MRO Insider reinforces that commitment.”
“Nathan and his team at Thoroughbred have a unique no surprises approach to buying and selling
aircraft, which includes flat transaction fees and a transparent process that has proven beneficial to their
client’s bottom line,” Andy Nixon, President of MRO Insider stated, adding “We are excited that
Thoroughbred added us to their new owner packet so we can provide a quick, time-saving method
when it comes to business aviation services.”
Aircraft operations are dependent on modern approaches to obtaining maintenance services whether it
is an AOG event or scheduled. By including this support from the date of delivery, Thoroughbred
Aviation is confident that new owners and operators are in good hands.

About MRO Insider
Founded in 2016, the MRO Insider app allows users to ‘ping’ service providers based on the current
aircraft location, eliminating the redundant phone call and email process. The platform currently has
over 2,700 registered tail numbers and over 420 provider locations. For more information, contact Andy
Nixon at andy@mroinsider.com.

About Thoroughbred Aviation
Thoroughbred Aviation, LLC.® was founded 2016 and offers a dedicated and comprehensive approach
to aircraft transactions and management, where integrity and pedigree are at the heart of every
interaction. They bring over 100 years of aviation experience to their clients and are well versed in
domestic and international aircraft transactions, operations, and technical oversite. From first-time
aircraft owners to seasoned business aviation veterans, Thoroughbred Aviation is built to be your longterm partner. For more information contact Lee Brewster at info@thoroughbred.aero.

